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KNIFE
INSTRUCTIONS
! WARNING
▲
This knife is extremely sharp.
It can inflict serious injury.
Keep out of children's reach.
Do Not use as a pry bar.
Locking Mechanism Operation
A. Removal from the sheath:
Grasp the knife handle, and while
depressing the button on the
sheath, pull the knife out.
B. Insert the knife into the sheath
until it locks (clicks) into place.
(Either side can be facing out..)
Care and Maintenance
Caution: Do not attempt to
disassemble the knife for cleaning.

A. Rinse the knife and sheath with
fresh water after each day of diving.
B. Towel dry, and apply a light coat
of silicon to the knife blade.
C. Store in a dry place, away from
wet equipment.
D. Rub the blade with steel wool to
remove any signs of corrosion.
2-Year Limited Warranty
Your knife is guaranteed to be free
of defects in material and/or
workmanship under normal scuba
use for a period of two years from
the original date of consumer
purchase, provided proper care and
maintenance have been performed
as prescribed. Warranty does not
extend to cover damage from
accident, abuse, tampering, lack of
maintenance, theft or loss.
To obtain warranty service, return
your knife and sheath to an
Authorized Oceanic Dealer with a
copy of the sales receipt.
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Strap Installation
Tip: Straps and buckles are
preassembled. Keep one
assembled for reference while
installing the other.
A. Disassemble one of the
strap/buckle assemblies.
B. Pass the strap, tapered end
first, through the slot located in
the female half of the buckle.
C. Pass the strap, tapered end
first, through the top slot located
on the back side of the sheath.
D. Place the rubber o-ring onto
the strap.
E. Pass the tapered end of the
strap through the inner slot of
the male half of the buckle, and
pull through several inches.
F. Pass the tapered end back
through the other slot and
through the o-ring.
G. Repeat steps A through F for
the lower strap assembly.
Strap Length Adjustment
A. Position the sheath at the
location on your leg where you
plan to normally wear the knife.
B. Snap the buckle ends
together, and tighten by pulling
the tapered ends of the straps
through the slots in the buckles.
Tip: To compensate for wet suit
compression at depth, make the
straps a little tighter.
C. Allow at least 3 or 4 inches
extra length, and cut excess
from the straps. Ensure that
sufficient length exists for your
thickest wet suit.
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